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ABSTRACT
Malware is a critical threat for the security in the Internet. Malicious
actors and security specialists are constantly trying develop new
ways to outperform one another. The goal of the criminals is to
infiltrate a target system without being noticed. In order to protect
a system it is an important step to identify malware before it is
executed and start to invoke undesired behaviour.

With a reactive network telescope it is possible to obtainmalware
that is distributed by two-phase scanners. This offers the opportu-
nity to collect malware at an early stage of distribution in which
it may not be known by the security community yet. Therefore, a
strategy will be developed to analyse and classify the findings. This
work aims to review methods and practices for analysing malware
in order to lay a foundation for the implementation of an analy-
ses system to perform this task. Recent approaches, which try to
identify malware as binaries or at execution time, will be presented.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Defining the term malware (malicious software) seems straight
forward. Various definitions have been proposed which are very
similar to each other and could be summarised as: A software that
has a harmful impact on other software without the user’s content. A
harmful impact means that the malware changes the behaviour of
the software in a way that it deviates from the intended behaviour.
It causes incorrectness and damage as a consequence.

There are different kinds of malware. Well known are viruses,
remote access Trojans (RAT, or Trojan Horse), spyware, worms,
adware, scareware, bots, ransomware, cryptominers [15]. This list
of types changes over time, as new use cases for malware appear.
For example, with the rise of cryptocurrency since 2013, cryptomin-
ers became relevant. This is a classification based on the type. As
Or-Meir et al. [15] pointed out that a classification based on the
behaviour of the malware may be more precise, especially when an
analysis is performed. They proposed the following classes: (I) steal-
ing information, (II) creating a vulnerability, (III) denying service
and (IV) executing commands from C&C. Classes are not exclusive
since malware may serve several purposes.

These different purposes also lead to the question, what the
motivations of the authors are to create and use it. A prominent
example of malware is the Mirai botnet [1] which infiltrated IoT
devices and abused them to perform massive DDoS attacks. But
this is just one example which gained publicity. Kaspersky blocked
33.412.568 uniquemalicious objects in the year 2020 [10]. Onemight
only speculate about all the different motivations. A chance to get
an insight on the hacking community is offered by CrimeBot. It was

created to crawl underground forums in order to allow research
on a collection of posts. It collected 48m posts (ongoing) from 4
communities. Most of the data was obtained from the hackforums,
which is a hacking community that became popular with the release
of the Mirai botnet code, which was published by one of its users
[16]. On these kind of forums illegal services such as malware
as a service are offered . This indicates that the person who is
realising the malware implementation and distribution may not be
the stakeholder in the impact of the malware. All the posts that
were collected over the time are stored in the CrimeBB which is
available for researchers.

Bada and Pete [2] analysed the CrimeBB[16] dataset in order to
explore the ecosystem around Shodan; a scan project for Internet
facing devices and services which offers the user the possibility to
search the results. Their work provides an insight on how and why
users utilise the search engine. As reconnaissance is the first step of
malware distribution their results offer an insight of the motivation
and method of hackers. Bada and Pete [2] were able to identify
several main use cases of Shodan. Building a botnet, which is is done
by downloading and executing malware on vulnerable IoT devices,
is of particular interest in the context of this project. Botnets may be
used for several purposes such as DDoS attacks or cryptocurrenncy
mining. In consideration of the fact that malware is easily accessible
and underground forums provide various tutorials on how to find
and get access to vulnerable devices, malware may be distributed
by a wide range of people or organisations.

2 BACKGROUND
The malware which has to be analysed was captured by a reac-
tive network telescope. Network telescopes are used to passively
monitor traffic in the Internet. It usually observes a network prefix
with provider-allocated IP addresses. The UCSD Network Telescope,
operated by the Center for Applied Internet Data Analysis, is an
example for a network telescope. A /8 network is monitored by
this system [3]. Due to the fact that there are no active services in
that prefix, the network telescope does barely receive legitimate
traffic but rather Internet Background Radiation (IBR).IBR can be
the result of a wide range of events such as address spoofing during
a DDoS attack, misconfigurations (e.g., address mistypings), scan-
ning activities or malware distribution [21]. A reactive network
telescope elevates the functionality of a classic network telescope.
It offers the possibility to engage into further interactions with the
hosts of the network packets that arrive at the telescope.

The underlying work found a significant amount of irregular
TCP SYN packets in the IBR. An irregularity indicates that they
were handcrafted which gives one reason to suspect that those
packets where send by stateless scanning tools. In this scenario the
interaction functionality of the reactive network telescope becomes
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particularly useful. A further investigation can be performed by
replying to the irregular packets. Afterwards, the telescope received
regular TCP SYN packets from the same host. Those could be used
to establish a connection and receive payloads.

This behaviour may be referred to as two-phase-scanning. The
first phase tests if a destination is online with light and fast scanning
methods. If the first phase is positive, a second phase is initialised
which includes further activities, such as port scanning, based on
the goals of the scanner. This behaviour was also utilised by the
Mirai Botnet [1]. It started with a rapid scanning phase and followed
up with a brute force attack, if the the target was identified as a
potential victim based on the gathered information.

2.1 The Problem of Malware Analysis
Malware authors are well aware of the fact that once the malware
is being recognised, it will most likely be removed from the infected
system. Furthermore, it is not in their interest that an analysis can
be performed. Therefore, they spend a lot of effort on trying to
avoid it. Loads of methods are utilised for that purpose.

Decompiling and analysing binaries is restrained by the efforts of
the malware authors to make it as difficult as possible to reverse en-
gineer the code. Transformations are applied that replace fragments
of the code with semantically equivalent, but harder to analyse code.
Even additional code may be added that does not change the be-
haviour of the program. This process is called code obfuscation [13].
Moser et al. [13] presented further obfuscating transformations
that can be utilised. In order to analyse a program a control flow
graph can be created which represents a possible flow of control by
a sequence of instructions. Control flow obfuscation is the process
of altering the flow in a way that makes it difficult to determine the
next instruction in a graph. However, this process does not alter
the control flow. This can be achieved by replacing unconditional
jump and call instructions with another sequence. Data Location
Obfuscation refers to the concept of hiding the actual data element
that is accessed. The paper by Moser et al. [13] was published in
2007. It introduces general methods for obfuscation. As of today
more complex and advanced methods exist, e.g., emulation-based
obfuscation.

An overview about the challenges of dynamic analyses was given
by Or-Meir et al. [15]. To evade an analysis the malware could be-
have differently when it detects that is is under analysis. Analysis
tools and specially prepared systems leave indicators, which can
be recognised by the malware. Indicators might be installed dri-
vers, registry keys, user traces on the system and more. One more
problem is that it is also possible that the malware will be running
outside the scope of the analysis tool, e.g., on another privilege
level.

To avoid the detection code obfuscation and network evasion
are two of the main concerns. Code obfuscation is used to change
the signature of the malware so that it will not be matching the
known signature anymore and thus is not recognised. This makes
code obfuscation a useful tool for malware authors that complicates
static and dynamic analysis. Network evasion describes techniques
that are used to hide the traffic to the command and control server.

In conclusion one can say that it can be very difficult to analyse
malware, no matter which approach is chosen. However, due to

the extensive expertise that is required to create such malware the
chances for results are still realistic.

2.2 Related Surveys
The field of malware analysis is steadily changing and as a conse-
quence lots of papers on this topic are published. The sheer amount
makes it difficult to achieve a good coverage. Gandotra et al. [6]
and Uppal et al. [18] published surveys in 2014 that focus on the
difference between static and dynamic analysis. Or-Meir et al. [15]
performed a survey on dynamic malware analysis methods in 2019.
They claim that this is the first comprehensive survey on this topic
since 2012. Recent focus has also be onmachine learning techniques
in order to improve existing methods. Ye et al. [24] published a
survey that focuses on the data mining techniques. They review
methods for feature extraction, classification and clustering.

3 STATIC ANALYSIS
This section introduces the static analyses of malware. First a gen-
eral overview is given. Afterwards tools and frameworks are pre-
sented that approach different obstacles and steps during the static
analysis. This provides a first idea of possible techniques and how
they work together.

The static analysis ofmalware refers to the technique of analysing
a malware sample without executing it [17]. The sample can be in
form of a binary or source code. If the sample is a binary, the file has
to be decompiled first. Disassemble tools like IDA Pro can be used
for that purpose [24]. After the malware is decompiled, features can
be extracted from the code. Using this features, detection patterns
can be applied. For example the following patterns are of interest
[24]:
System Calls Windows API calls are used by many programs
and give a hint about the behaviour of the program. If they are
considered altogether, higher semantics can be derived.
N-grams All substrings of the length N. Detection can be based
on these strings.
Strings Sometimes the binaries contain interpretable strings that
show the behaviour of the malware. If there is for example a string
that includes a script in HTML format the desired output can be
directly read.
Opcodes The machine language instructions can reflect the mal-
ware functionality.
Control FlowGraphs (CFGs) Agraph that represents the control
flow in a program.
Decompilation is a necessary step in the process of binary analysis.
Human readable code is created from compiled programs. The
problem is that even state-of-the-art decompilers cannot reproduce
the original code and produce rather complex code which is difficult
to understand. This process is further complicated by the affords of
malware authors to prevent the decompilation. As explained in 2.1,
code obfuscation, which drastically increases the difficulty of the
decompilation process, is one of the main concerns in this matter.

Yadegari et al. [22] reported on a generic approach to automate
deobfuscation of executable code. In particular they focus on re-
verse engineering emulation-based obfuscation and return-oriented
programming. Emulation-based obfuscation obfuscates the code in a
way that by examination only the emulation logic is revealed but
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not the logic from the program itself. Return-oriented programming
is a programming technique that results in complex control flows.
The advantage of the generic approach is that it may be used for
unseen obfuscation techniques, which is not possible with a specific
technique. To keep the approach as generic as possible Yadegari
et al. [22] aim to minimise the assumptions they make about the
code; especially considering the type of obfuscation that was used.
Their approach consists of the following steps:

Identifying Input andOutput Values Input values are classified
as values that are obtained from the command line, defined by a
library routine, or read by an instruction of the program. Any value
written by an instruction is defined as output.
Forward taint propagation After the inputs are identified all
influenced instructions by the input should be found.
Code Simplification Semantics-preserving code simplifications
are applied.
Control Flow Graph Construction A control flow graph is con-
structed which is used to apply semantics-preserving transforma-
tions to the control flow.

Yadegari et al. [22] evaluated their approach using a prototype im-
plementation on obfuscated code. The result can be measured by
using an algorithm to determine the distance between two control
flow graphs. If two control flow graphs are similar the deobfusca-
tion has been successful. To generate obfuscated files they used
commercial emulation-obfuscation tools on several malware pro-
grams of different type. After obfuscation most of the programs
showed a similarity of less than 10% compared to their originals.
Using their approach they were able to generate a similarity of
85% after deobfuscation. This shows a significant improvement to
former approaches. It should be noted that the results still vary a
lot depending on the type of the program that is obfuscated. A total
similarity could never be achieved.

As soon as the binary is deobfuscated further analysis can be
applied. Yakdan et al. [23] developed the tool DREAM++ which is
a usability-optimised decompiler that focuses on increasing the
readability of decompiler-created code. DREAM is a tool that uses
the IDA Pro disassembler and builds the control-flow graph of func-
tions in the binary. With DREAM++ they try to improve the results
of DREAM. During the evaluation they also considered Hex-Rays
which is another decompiler similar to DREAM. They identified sev-
eral problems that occurred with DREAM. Due to those problems
the decompilation results in a code, that is difficult to understand
even though the original code might not have been considerably
complicated. An overview of the list of problems is shown in Figure
1. Complex expressions add further, unnecessary logic to the code
which is hardly found in any code written by humans and thus
are difficult to follow. Nested if statements and duplicate variables
which represent the same value are an example for those. An ex-
ample for convoluted control flow is the fact that binary code often
contains duplicate code blocks as a result of macro expansion or
other reasons. Thus, the decompiled code might contain the same
block several times. An issue of the lack of high-lever semantic
is for example the incapability of decompilers to recover variable
names.

Problem

Complex expressions

Complex logic expressions

Number of variables

Pointer expressions

Convoluted control flow

Duplicate/inlined code

Complex loop structure

Lack of high-level semantics

Figure 1: Yakdan et al. [23] identified problems for the
DREAM decompiler. They organised their results in the
shown three categories.

To improve the presented problems, Yakdan et al. [23] invented
a set of optimisations that build upon the output of the DREAM de-
compiler. They developed three categories of semantics-preserving
code transformations: (I) expression simplification, (II) control-flow
simplification and (III) semantics-aware naming. Some of the im-
provements are: Duplicate variables are removed using congruence
analysis, code is simplified by finding the simplest high-level form
of logic expressions in the decompiled code, pointers are simplified,
loops are transformed, functions are outlined and variables are
renamed.

In a user study they showed that the improvements were a consid-
erable help for the analysts. A code example shows that DREAM++

produces smaller and simpler code. The result of Hex-Rays was
41 lines of code long, DREAM resulted in 27 lines and DREAM++

managed to pin it down to 13 lines (see Yakdan et al. [23] for more
detailed examples).

4 DYNAMIC ANALYSIS
This section starts with an overview based on Or-Meir et al. [15].
Afterwards a description of the frameworks by Duan et al. [5] and
Mohaisen et al. [12] will be given in order to create an understand-
ing of possible implementations.

A dynamic analysis refers to the technique of observing the
behaviour of a software during execution. The goal is to identify the
malicious actions which are execute. At the same time the analysis
platform must be protected from being compromised. The main
idea of a dynamic analysis is to prepare a framework composed of
three components: (I) malware sample, (II) hardware and operating
system and (III) the analysis tool. It is important that the system
is clean before starting an analysis in order to avoid side effects
from previous actions or configurations. The malware could be
run directly on a pc, in a virtual machine, on a type 1 hypervisor
or on a full system emulation. There is a also side-channel data
acquisition which refers to a technique to analyse an electronic
device by monitoring the physical power consumption. Different
analysis techniques are the following [15]:
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Function Call Analysis Examining which functions a malware
is calling in order to derive its behaviour by the bulk of calls.
Execution Control Checking the state of the malware and the
OS by utilising techniques such as debugging.
Flow Tracking Following the information through the code that
is executed by the malware.
Tracing Executing code leaves information behind. This informa-
tion can be gathered and analysed.
Side-channel Analysis Analyse the behaviour of physical com-
ponents by their power consumption, electromagnetic emissions
or internal CPU events.
The first framework we look at is Detective - a tool to identify and
analyse malware processes in Windows. It was published by Duan
et al. [5]. They address the issue that during the analysis of processes
there may be a considerable amount of processes that are unknown
to the investigator. Detective solves that problem by automatically
classifying benign and malware processes. Furthermore it is capable
of describing malware behaviour on a high semantic level and also
“shedding light on evidence collection”[5].

Their idea is based on the observation that processes can be
classified by the set of Dynamic-Link Libraries (DLLs) they load.
The Windows API is implemented as a set of DLLs which can be
used to derive potential capabilities of a process. AlthoughDetective
is currently designed for the Windows operating system, the core
concept which is utilised can also be applied to other operating
systems. Similar processes most likely load a similar set of DLLs.
By clustering the analysed processes by the DLL set it is possible to
predict the behaviour of an unknown process. This way it is possible
to identify an unknown malware process if it shows comparable
functionality, as it is indicated by the DLLs, to previously known
processes. They evaluated several clustering algorithms and finally
chose DBSCAN. One of the main reasons was that it does not
require a specification of the number of clusters. In order to achieve
the classification they created a set of key DLLs which is a subset
of all possible DLLs. This way they reduced the dimension of the
model. To train the model a training data set was created with both
benign and malware processes included. The malware processes
for this purpose were obtained from VirusTotal1. An advantage
of using a training data set by VirusTotal is that the data usually
contains tags that where given by antivirus vendors. These tags
are later used to describe the behaviour of the process. On top of
that each DLL has a specific purpose and if they are observed in a
group they indicate the behaviour of the malware.

Duan et al. [5] evaluated the performance by using a training,
validation and two test data sets. The test dataset included 20/25
malware DLLs with a total of 24/30 DLLs. Detective achieved a
correctness of 92% on the task of identifying malware with two
false positives for each test dataset.

Another framework was proposed by Mohaisen et al. [12]. They
introducedAMAL - “an operational and large-scale behaviour-based
solution for malware analysis and classification” [12]. AMAL is a
combination of two sub-systems.

The first subsystem is AutoMal which analyses the behaviour
based on memory (e.g., volatile memory), the file system (e.g., cre-
ated/deleted files), registry (e.g., created/deleted/modified registry
1https://www.virustotal.com/

content) and network (e.g., DNS resolution, exchanged data). With
those information a profile for a malware is generated. Furthermore,
behaviours are summarised into artefacts. It is based on VMware,
supports a variety of configurations and is very flexible. For exam-
ple, various types of malware samples are allowed, such as EXE,
DLL, PDF, etc., the OS may be reset and/or configured before each
sample and the privileges on the OS can be configured. Its system
architecture consists of several components which allows AutoMal
to run multiple samples at the same time. The components and
their functionality can be summarised as follows (see [12] for a
more detailed description):

Sample submitter Responsible for providing samples to the Au-
toMal. Multiple sources and priorities are supported.
Controller The controller takes care of the test setup which in-
cludes choosing a sample and configuring the VM. The controller
also performs the artefact collection.
Workers An individual VM where an analysis will be performed.
They are functionally independent of the controller.
Database A MySQL database storing all the results.

MaLabel is the second subsystem. It is a collection of multiple tech-
niques and algorithms for clustering and classification based on the
low-level artefacts provided by AutoMal. The representative fea-
tures of the collected data is extracted and used for behaviour-based
grouping and labelling of malware. MaLabel offers an evaluation
of the performance of the implemented algorithms while leaving
the final decision which to use to the user. Even though AutoMal
provides more features, which could be used for classification and
clustering, MaLabel only uses a subset of the following groups of
features: file system, registry and network features.

Mohaisen et al. [12] evaluated AMAL performance against a
small dataset and against a large dataset containing 115,157 samples.
In the bigger dataset the share of malware samples reduced in order
to imitate a real world use case. Using the smaller sample they
achieved 99% precision and recall. The larger dataset resulted in a
performance of around 90%. For the false positives they named the
following reasons: imperfect labels created by census over antivirus
scans and not analysts, errors resulting from the smaller share
of malware samples in the training data and results attributed to
different malware families with a similar context.

Wang et al. [19] claim that there are some limitations to the
dynamic analysis of malware. The use of a specialised environment
for the execution of the malware in order to monitor its behaviour
may be recognised by the malware. For example the malware could
present inconspicuous behaviour if executed in a virtual environ-
ment. Furthermore, certain kinds of malware, e.g., Trojan, do not
present noticeable behaviour until notified. A further drawback
is the fact that a malware may only target a certain OS or certain
hardware.

5 FURTHER APPROACHES
In this section approaches to malware analysis are presented that
do not fit in either the static or the dynamic category, but are still
interesting and should be mentioned. They have in common that
their aim is to identify features of the malware and use those to
detect new malware.

https://www.virustotal.com/
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Figure 2: Images of visualised malware. The first row shows
three instances of malware of the Fakerean family and the
second row shows three instances of the Dontovo family.
Published by Nataraj et al. [14] in their paper.

5.1 Malware Visualisation
A novel approach at that time (2011) was published by Nataraj
et al. [14]. They used image processing techniques to visualise
and classify malware. Neither disassembly nor code execution is
necessary to use this method. However, one could argue that there
is a greater similarity to static analysis. This can be argued by the
fact that one of the main characteristics of the dynamic analysis is
the required execution of the sample.

The approach take advantage of the fact that a binary can be
presented as a string of zeros and ones. When the malware is read as
a vector of 8 bit unsigned integers, it reorganised into a 2D array and
visualised as a gray scale image. Examples of those visualisations
can be seen in Figure 2. It clearly stands out that malware of the
same family looks similar to each other. The length of the image is
given by the size of the malware file. This not only makes it possible
to see the visual similarities of different malware samples from the
same family, but also allows a further analysis. Feature vector and
classifier can be applied on those images. The texture analysis by
the frequency of a texture block is an example for those methods.
For the implementation in the paper they used GIST in combination
with k-nearest neighbours for classification.

When evaluating their approach against a large dataset of 9458
malware with 25 different families they achieved an accuracy of
98%. It should be noted that they state that their approach can be
limited by counter measurements such as relocating sections or
adding redundant data in the binary.

A similar approach was proposed by Gibert et al. [7]. They use
the same technique to represent a malware file as a gray scale image.
However, they set the file size to a fixed size. This is mandatory
step since they are using a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
to group the malware files. Their technique improves the computa-
tional performance and accuracy of previous, similar approaches.

5.2 Entropy Analysis
Entropy approaches to analysing files have been used for several
years. The first automatic identification approach was proposed
by Lyda and Hamrock [11], who created a tool for automatically
identifying encrypted or packed malware executables. Prior to their
work, other approaches were not automated [20] or used entropy
for other approaches, e.g., identifying network-based attacks [8].

The work of Jochheim et al. [9] aimed to identify embedded
malicious code using entropy and signal processing techniques. In
order to apply the identification, several steps have to be performed.
First, an entropy-function is build which indicates different data
types and code sections within file. Afterwards a frequency analy-
sis is applied to that function. Finally, the result is applied on an
Artificial Neural Network (ANN). This allows the identification of
binary-instruction code. They showed their approach has a good
performance in test and real-world conditions.

Cox et al. [4] proposed another concept for malware analysis.
They preprocessed the data into fixed-length representations in
order to allow the usage of a feedforward neural network as the clas-
sifier. Three different methods were used to calculate probabilities:
(I) Shannon entropy within a sliding window, (II) byte distribution
and (III) power spectral density. The entropy approach showed the
worst performance with a 77.11% accuracy which Cox et al. [4]
explained the fact that PNG and GIF files were often confused with
AES-256 encrypted files. By combining all three methods they were
able to achieve a 97.44% accuracy.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this work, we gave an introduction to the analysis of malware.
The difficulties that occur during malware analysis were presented
and it was shown that various ways for malware authors exist
to make it even more challenging. Some of the many existing ap-
proaches to perform an analysis were presented. The goal was to
give the reader a basic understand of the wide variety of techniques
that exist.

In conclusion, it can be said that each approach has its own
strengths and weaknesses. While some rely on a training data set
and perform the classification automatically afterwards, others need
manual investigation but offer a good framework to perform. The
goal of the analysis should be considered. If only a classification
is of interest, a dynamic approach may be the right choice. If the
specific behaviour of a file has to be investigated, a static analysis
would give promising results. Considering the case of the malware
files from our responsive network telescope a good starting point
could be the static analysis which does not have the overhead
of the dynamic analysis with the need to setup a safe execution
environment.

This work created a basic understanding of methods that are used
and therefore lay a foundation for future work. As the tremendous
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amount of publications exceeded the scope of this work, a further
survey on recent publications is of interest. The future research
can be focused on the topic that is the most promising for this use
case. Once decided upon a tool or framework an implementation
and evaluation of it should be realised. As both static and dynamic
analysis techniques have their advantages and disadvantages a
hybrid approach could also be considered in which the best of both
techniques are combined.

Once the malware was analysed the results should be carefully
documented. Furthermore, a classification could help to find pat-
terns in the distribution. Among the possibilities to classify the
malware, a classification by type or by behaviour could be chosen.
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